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Executive Summary

R

ECENT YEARS HAVE seen brazen public assassinations using poisons. The general
emphasis in arms control and non-proliferation debates has rightly focused on the threat
of chemical and biological materials as weapons of warfare. However, the threat of such
materials being used in situations other than war, such as terrorist attacks and assassinations,
is clear. Chemical and biological weapons do not come out of nowhere. They are designed,
developed and produced for specific purposes.
This paper analyses two central questions and makes policy recommendations to address the
overall problem. First, it assesses what resources are required for small-scale chemical and
biological weapons (CBW) production. The necessary inputs in terms of budget, facilities, labour,
materials and other factors are small, meaning efforts can be easy to conceal.
Second, the paper considers scientific and technical trends, and their impact on potential
small-scale CBW production efforts. There are a number of developments, such as microfluidics
and automation, which make covert manufacturing of chemical and biological substances
easier than in the past. Moreover, there are also a variety of specific technical advances, such as
nano-encapsulation and improved dermal absorption of pharmaceuticals, that could make
it easier to make or deliver chemical and biological materials as weapons. Developments in
science and technology will simplify efforts by hostile actors to operate small-scale production
of these materials for hostile use.
Given both the relatively modest size and scale of production efforts for small attacks and the
trajectory of technical developments, no single policy prescription will successfully address the
problem. This paper concludes with six recommendations for policymakers and diplomats:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Employ a coherent rubric to examine new technical developments.
Broaden and deepen existing non-proliferation and arms control efforts in the CBW
area. This includes work to raise biological arms control to a standard of enforceability
comparable to chemical arms control.
Fund and promote relevant law enforcement and security efforts.
Develop safeguards for decommissioned/replaced hardware and infrastructure.
Improve measurements and signatures intelligence capabilities.
Leverage open source intelligence efforts.

Introduction

T

HE USE OF chemical and biological agents in warfare is not new. The First World War saw
extensive use of chemical weapons, and various conflicts in the following decades saw a
number of chemical warfare incidents. Yet, chemical weapons were largely absent from
the battlefields of the Second World War – with the exception of the Japan–China front – and
have only featured in two major conflicts since: the Iran–Iraq War (1980–88)1 and the Syrian
Civil War (2011–present).2 Use of biological agents in actual warfare has been rare. However,
the use of chemical and biological agents for small-scale, targeted attacks has made numerous
headlines over recent years and requires attention.
There are several reasons why chemical and biological agents are not often used in warfare.
Improved lethality and predictability give conventional weapons many advantages over chemical
or biological weapons. Fear of retaliation, either in kind or by something harsher, such as nuclear
weapons, has also contributed to enforcement of an informal international norm in this area.3
Moreover, international arms control measures make it more difficult, albeit not impossible, for
states to develop such chemical or biological warfare capabilities at the mass production level.
Although poisons as tools of assassination and political killings date back to antiquity, science,
medicine and forensics have not always been able to distinguish between poisonings and
natural illnesses. Now, certain substances can be used in the full knowledge that they send
a message, intended for intimidation or other similar purposes. Use of a specific material,
plausibly attributable to a particular producer, can reinforce an act of violence by state actors.
However, modern science and technology can also make toxic materials that are difficult to
discover, understand or attribute, and can provide the perpetrator with a degree of anonymity.
These aspects make small-scale chemical and biological weapons (CBW) appealing for a number
of scenarios, and complicate international efforts to manage threats in this area.
The amount of materials needed for single acts of terror or specific assassinations is many
orders of magnitude smaller than in battlefield use. Existing arms control measures and
diplomacy are geared towards primarily deterring, preventing and discovering large, state-level
programmes aimed towards use in warfare. The reporting provisions in the Chemical Weapons
Convention do levy requirements on industry and academia, but are still focused on the scale of
programme required for large-scale use in warfare. The myriad war crimes of the Syrian civil war
1.
2.
3.

Javed Ali, ‘Chemical Weapons and the Iran‐Iraq War: A Case Study in Noncompliance’,
Nonproliferation Review (Vol. 8, No. 1, 2001), pp. 43–58.
Tobias Schneider and Theresa Lütkefend, ‘Nowhere to Hide: The Logic of Chemical Weapons Use in
Syria’, Global Public Policy Institute, 2019.
Victor A Utgoff, ‘Nuclear Weapons and the Deterrence of Biological and Chemical Warfare’,
Occasional Paper No. 36, Henry L Stimson Center, October 1997.
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notwithstanding, uses of chemical and biological materials since the Iran–Iraq War have mostly
been the result of small production efforts. Benchtop production to produce small quantities
of micro-organisms or poisons requires less material, labour and infrastructure than producing
tons of material for battlefield use.
This paper complements RUSI’s ongoing work, such as Project Sandstone,4 which assesses the
utility of open source research and remote sensing in monitoring CBW development. Much
of this work has focused on the monitoring and assessment of large-scale production efforts
as these are, by nature, easier to find and assess. However, given recent events such as the
Skripal and Kim Jong-nam incidents, it would be remiss to not consider the requirements
for small-scale production. This paper assesses the current status of small-scale production
routes and explores the potential future trajectory of technological developments. Without an
understanding of where the small-scale production risks might lie, both now and in the future,
it will not be possible to develop the necessary tools and policy responses to manage them.
The paper concludes with recommendations for policymakers seeking to mitigate the threats
posed in this area.

Historical Background
Chemical and biological substances have a history of use in both large-scale warfare and small,
targeted attacks. Their use for targeted attacks, such as the poisoning of political or religious
rivals, is a phenomenon that dates to antiquity. These incidents tend to be treated as criminal
or political acts rather than warfare.
Large-scale chemical warfare, which uses the toxic properties of chemical compounds to cause
casualties and/or contaminate terrain and objects, had its first major successful use in the First
World War, at Ypres in 1915.5 Biological warfare, which uses pathogens or toxins for warfare
purposes, has a far less prolific history of actual use.
In the wake of the First World War, chemical weapons were often considered unsatisfactory.
It had many opponents among the countries that were both users and victims of chemical
warfare, although it did also have proponents who claimed that it needed further improvement.
Arms control, in the form of the Geneva Protocol, saw a widely adopted ban on first use of
chemical weapons. However, it allowed for the development, stockpiling and retaliatory use of
such weapons. Major powers have dabbled in both chemical and biological warfare since the
1920s, and a number of second-tier powers have experimented with chemical warfare as well.
There are numerous examples of post-1918 uses of chemical weapons. These include the
Tambov Rebellion in the Soviet Union, the Rif War in Morocco, the Italian invasion of Ethiopia,
4.
5.

RUSI, ‘Project Sandstone’, <https://rusi.org/explore-our-research/projects/project-sandstone>,
accessed 1 November 2021.
Gerard J Fitzgerald, ‘Chemical Warfare and Medical Response During World War I’, American
Journal of Public Health (Vol. 98, No. 4, 2008), pp. 611–25.
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the Japan–China front in the Second World War, the Rhodesian civil war, and the civil war in
Yemen in the 1960s.6 Other alleged but less substantiated incidents include Angola in the 1980s7
or the now-discredited allegation of Sarin use in Laos by the US.8 Given the overall extent of
armed conflict in the last century, it is easy to judge that the use of chemical weapons has been
the exception rather than the rule. The examples cited here involved disproportionate conflicts,
wherein one side could not retaliate in kind with similar weapons. Within these conflicts, the
targets of such use were often civilians. Several formed part of a broader pattern of racism,
wherein chemical weapons were seen as a pesticide against a ‘subhuman’ enemy.9 As noted
earlier, the most recent uses of widespread chemical warfare were in the Iraq–Iran War and the
continuing civil war in Syria. The most publicised atrocities in both conflicts, the Halabja and
Ghouta attacks, both involved civilian populations.10
The general lack of chemical weapons on the modern battlefield can be attributed to
several factors:
1.
2.

3.

6.

Arms control treaties in this particular area have been relatively successful, and legal
rules and norms have been broadly observed even in conflicts where other laws of
armed conflict have been abused or ignored.
Fear of retaliation in kind was one of the factors that precluded chemical weapons
use in most theatres of the Second World War.11 Retaliation with some other form of
overwhelming force has likely inhibited much use, as demonstrated in conflicts such as
the First Gulf War in 1991.12
Advances in both defensive technology and conventional weapons have combined with
the poor tactical track record and inherent variability of chemical weapons (for example,
dependence on weather conditions) to make chemical weapons a poor operational
choice in military doctrine.

Julian Perry-Robinson and Milton Leitenberg, The Problem of Chemical and Biological Warfare,
Volume I: The Rise of CB Weapons (Stockholm: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute,
1971), pp. 125–214.
7. United Press International, ‘Soviet and Angola Charge Chemical Warfare in Angola’, 5 January
1984, <https://www.upi.com/Archives/1984/01/05/Soviet-and-Angola-charge-chemical-warfarein-Angola/1374442126800/>, accessed 8 November 2021.
8. Mark Feldstein, ‘CNN’s Tailwind Tale’, Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media (Vol. 48, No. 2,
2004), pp. 326–29.
9. Edmund P Russell III, ‘“Speaking of Annihilation”: Mobilizing for War Against Human and Insect
Enemies, 1914–1945’, Journal of American History (Vol. 82, No. 4, 1996), pp. 1505–29.
10. Abdulkarim Ekzayez et al., ‘Chemical Weapons and Public Health: Assessing Impact and
Responses’, Journal of Public Health (Vol. 42, No. 3, 2020), pp. 334–42.
11. Richard M Price, The Chemical Weapons Taboo (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1997),
pp. 111–16.
12. Ibid., pp. 145–52.
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The phenomenon of poisonings against political opponents is not new either. However, until
quite recently, successful or attempted assassinations of this nature tended to use generic or
naturally occurring poisons. Even the 1978 assassination of Georgi Markov used ricin, which is
relatively easily manufactured from naturally occurring castor beans.
The post-Cold War era has demonstrated a confluence. Both state and non-state actors started
using sophisticated chemical and biological substances hitherto withheld for warfare purposes
in acts of terror and assassination in ways that were publicly visible and often attributable. Of
particular note are: the use of Sarin by a religious cult in Japan in 1994 and 1995;13 the use of
the nerve agent VX by the North Korean state in an assassination in Malaysia in 2017;14 and
numerous uses of sophisticated poisons by the Russian state against defectors and presumed
enemies of the regime.15

Methodology
This paper is divided into two chapters. Chapter I assesses modern small-scale production. It
draws heavily on historical research, much of which was undertaken during 2018 and 2019,
as part of the research for the author’s book on the history of nerve agents.16 The historical
examples of state-level chemical warfare programmes in the US, the UK and Germany are heavily
documented in primary source material. These take the form of archival documents, captured
documents from the German wartime effort, interrogations of captured German scientists and
officials, freedom of information releases, and (in the case of the US) documents released as
part of environmental litigation. The Soviet Union’s programme has fewer accessible primary
sources, but highly informative secondary sources are available. Both well-known and some
lesser-known chemical and biological programmes yield additional information, allowing for the
construction of a viable summary of the requirements for a small-scale programme at present.
Recent literature on production for small-scale attacks does exist, but academic literature in
the field is sparse.17 A 2004 US Congressional Research Service report provides an excellent

13. Jonathan Tucker, War of Nerves: Chemical Warfare from World War I to Al-Qaeda (New York, NY:
Anchor, 2007), pp. 326–50.
14. Tomomasa Nakagawa and Anthony T Tu, ‘Murders with VX: Aum Shinrikyo in Japan and the
Assassination of Kim Jong-nam in Malaysia’, Forensic Toxicology (Vol. 36, No. 2, 2018), pp. 542–44.
15. David Gioe, Michael Goodman and David Frey, ‘Unforgiven: Russian Intelligence Vengeance as
Political Theater and Strategic Messaging’, Intelligence and National Security (Vol. 34, No. 4, 2019),
pp. 561–75.
16. Dan Kaszeta, Toxic: A History of Nerve Agents, from Nazi Germany to Putin’s Russia (London:
C Hurst & Co., 2020).
17. The exception is Malcolm Dando, Neuroscience and the Problem of Dual Use (Cham, Switzerland:
Springer International Publishing, 2020).
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analysis of the subject.18 It provides a good framework, but predates several high-profile
state-conducted assassinations and attempted assassinations with attributable poisons.
Furthermore, technologies have progressed considerably since its publication. A 2016 Chatham
House report offers a useful perspective, positing some credible threat scenarios, but it focuses
on non-state rather than state actors.19 Broader areas of technology and arms control relevant
to chemical weapons are addressed in a 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry publication.20
Chapter II explores the future trajectory of small-scale production, with an emphasis on
identifying trends and developments of concern. It relies principally on a literature review of
publications underpinned by technical experience. The research was guided by the author’s
three decades of multi-disciplinary experience in the chemical and biological weapons field,
with emphasis on both Cold War history and contemporary terrorism threats in the field. Key
words and phrases were extracted from a considerable quantity of abstracts and papers from
conferences and symposia attended by, or available to, the author. As this chapter focuses on
speculation, it relies somewhat on the author’s analysis and estimates based on technical trends
and specific developments. By necessity of time and volume, it is only an introduction to an area
where an encyclopaedic treatment would likely be obsolete before completion due to the pace
of advances in chemical and biological science and technology.

18. Dana A Shea and Frank Gottron, ‘Small-Scale Terrorist Attacks Using Chemical and Biological
Agents: An Assessment Framework and Preliminary Comparisons’, Congressional Research Service,
20 May 2004.
19. Beyza Unal and Sasan Aghlani, ‘Use of Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Weapons
by Non-State Actors: Emerging Trends and Risk Factors’, Lloyd’s Emerging Risk Report, Chatham
House, 2016.
20. Michael Crowley, Malcolm Dando and Lijun Shang (eds), Preventing Chemical Weapons: Arms
Control and Disarmament as the Sciences Converge (London: Royal Society of Chemistry, 2018).

I. The Current State of Small-Scale
Offensive Chemical and Biological
Production

A

CTS OF TERRORISM and assassination require far fewer materials than even the smallest
acts of chemical warfare, making them cheaper, easier and lower in profile by default.
Quantifying the difference between a mass production programme and a smaller-scale
effort is both a revealing and alarming endeavour. If one were to look at what inputs are necessary
to craft the materials for an assassination or a single terrorist act, the footprint is small.

Scale of Programme
For the purposes of this paper, a ‘small programme’ is one intended to produce a quantity of
material for a single attack, whether that be an assassination or a terrorist act. Due to differences
between dangerous materials, it is difficult to provide rigid definitions of quantity or quality. In
rough terms, half a litre of chemicals or a few grams of biological material of sufficient quality
and form to survive transport from a laboratory to the intended site of use serve as a useful
guideline. However, even those quantities are large for assassination purposes.
Small-scale programmes and attacks can also be measured in terms of required labour. Both
production and execution could conceivably be done by quite small groups of people – namely,
fewer than 10. The phenomenon of small groups or even lone individuals operating in this space
is explored in depth in a 2014 article by Gary A Ackerman and Lauren E Pinson.21 They explore
various motivations for chemical and biological terrorism, and their emphasis on so-called ‘lone
wolves’ establishes a lower boundary condition of one perpetrator – a phenomenon borne out
by the practical example of Bruce Edwards Ivins, who was likely the lone perpetrator of the 2001
US anthrax attacks.22
In contrast to small-scale efforts, mass production efforts for warfare are denominated in tons
or even hundreds of tons. The first nerve agent programme, run by Nazi Germany, amassed
over 12,000 tons of tabun.23 Syrian production levels can be deduced, based on summaries of
leftover input materials and waste product, to have run to hundreds of tons of output, according
21. Gary A Ackerman and Lauren E Pinson, ‘An Army of One: Assessing CBRN Pursuit and Use by Lone
Wolves and Autonomous Cells’, Terrorism and Political Violence (Vol. 26, No. 1, 2014), pp. 226–45.
22. Larry M Bush and Maria T Perez, ‘The Anthrax Attacks 10 Years Later’, Annals of Internal
Medicine (Vol. 156, No. 1, 2012), pp. 41–44.
23. Sarah Everts, ‘The Nazi Origins of Deadly Nerve Gases’, Chemical and Engineering News,
17 October 2016.
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to documents from the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW).24 To
place this in context, the OPCW stated that the amount of nerve agent used in the 2018 Skripal
attack was less than 100 mg.25
Many of the traditional difficulties in developing a national-level chemical or biological warfare
programme stem from issues beyond that of laboratory production processes, such as the
scaling up of production and development of effective munitions. Developing the ability to
make small amounts of material at a benchtop scale comes, in historic terms, years before mass
production of useful weapon systems. For example, tabun was discovered in late 1936, but
mass production did not start until late 1942, despite a contract being awarded in 1939.26 On
the other hand, for assassination purposes, it is not necessary to scale up production beyond
benchtop level. Furthermore, mass production to build a stockpile of chemicals often requires
additional work on refining and additives to ensure the viability of long-term storage. Such work
may be unnecessary for terrorist acts and assassinations.
In addition to mass production, military use usually requires munitions. Historical programmes
show there is a great deal of work that is needed to produce consistent, effective and predictable
agents and munitions that can be mass-produced affordably. This work entails lengthy and
repetitive testing, often in a way that would be observable by intelligence or reconnaissance.
For one-off, crude or improvised delivery for assassination purposes, such a development and
testing effort is superfluous.

Agent Selection and Means of Delivery
A covert assassination programme is not restricted to traditional chemical or biological warfare
agents, or military munitions, as a delivery means. The selection criteria of substances or
organisms is likely to be quite different if a state wants to pursue chemical or biological warfare.
Warfare agents should be producible at scale in ways that are affordable by the producer.
Something that costs $100 per gram to manufacture could be viable as an assassination tool
but not in a large-scale military procurement programme. Other factors include shelf life,
corrosivity over periods of storage, amenability to being incorporated into a weapon design
and ease (or not) of scaling up to mass production levels. For example, a product that degrades
within a month is worthless as a stockpile agent but could be considered for a terrorist attack
or assassination.

24. Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), ‘Treatment and Disposal of
Hazardous and Non-Hazardous Organic and Inorganic Chemicals and Related Packaging Materials/
Containers’, 20 November 2013, <https://www.opcw.org/sites/default/files/documents/ADM/PSB/
Tender/Request_for_EOI_OPCWCDB_EOI012013.pdf>, accessed 10 August 2021.
25. Sky News, ‘Salisbury Attack: Skripals Poisoned With up to 100mg of Novichok Nerve Agent, Says
Watchdog’, 4 May 2018.
26. Kaszeta, Toxic, p. 29.
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For purposes of assassination and small, directed attacks, the most desirable characteristics
are likely a high probability of death or serious debilitating illness. The predictability of effects
is also an important consideration. In warfare agents, the desired outcomes are more often
widespread incapacitation and contamination of terrain and equipment than mere death.
Sulphur mustard, for example, rarely kills, but could be an effective attrition agent as it can
debilitate a victim for weeks or longer. It can also contaminate military hardware and key terrain.
Its use in a singular assassination attempt is unlikely to succeed in killing its target. As a further
example, anthrax and tularaemia, both historically developed as weapons, are highly treatable
with modern medical care.
For chemical and biological materials to be used for an attack, there must be a way for them to
be dispersed and enter the body of the target. Assassination scenarios provide a wider range
of means and methods for this to take place. Classic warfare agents have tended to be active
through inhalation and/or direct contact with skin. Many chemical and biological materials that
have adverse effects on humans are only viable through ingestion or injection. Neither of these
routes of exposure are useful for warfare on a broader scale. Assassination and small attacks
have used a variety of improvised dissemination methods, largely at variance from military
chemical and biological munitions. For example, the Aum cult in Japan conducted assassinations
with the nerve agent VX by means of injection.27 The assassination of the Ukrainian émigré
Stepan Bandera was by means of a small spray device capable of poisoning a single person with
hydrogen cyanide.28

Pathways to Production
There are three basic pathways to a laboratory-scale production capability.

Pathway 1: Organic Development
While it would take longer than other pathways, it is possible for both state and non-state actors
to develop relevant capabilities from the ground up. Appropriate expertise would be recruited to
develop or acquire the necessary knowledge, materials and infrastructure. Historical examples
include the clandestine programme in Rhodesia around 1975–80 and the Aum Shinrikyo cult in
Japan in the 1990s. Both are explored in more depth later in this paper.

Pathway 2: Direct State Support
A small chemical or biological weapons programme could get a head-start through direct state
assistance from another country with a more developed programme. An example of this is

27. Richard Danzig et al., ‘Aum Shinrikyo: Insights into How Terrorists Develop Biological and Chemical
Weapons’, Center for a New American Security, July 2011, p. 49.
28. Serhii Plokhy, The Man with the Poison Gun (New York, NY: Basic Books, 2016).
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the Syrian state programme, which received assistance from Egypt and the Soviet Union in
its earlier days.29

Pathway 3: State Residual Capability
A state with a historical, but discontinued or dormant, chemical or biological warfare industrial
base would have the ability to conduct similar activities on a smaller level. The Russian state’s
assassination efforts with the Novichok series of nerve agents fall into this category, as Russia
has decades of history of chemical and biological weapons production from the Soviet era.30
In some ways, Ivins’s use of historical knowledge and state facilities to make anthrax spores in
2001 can be considered an example of this pathway.

Analysis of Inputs
The scale of a programme for assassinations or small terrorist acts is fundamentally smaller
than a warfare programme. Many such efforts do not require the development of sophisticated
delivery means. However, inputs are not negligible, and will increase in both variety and
quantity if multiple types of threat material are being investigated or produced. This paper
identifies 11 inputs, which are discussed in detail below. These inputs start with the initial idea
and agent selection.

Idea and Agent Selection
As discussed above, a small production programme will need to make choices about what type
of material to produce. It is less likely to have the resources to investigate broad swathes of
possible weapon-like substances through painstaking experimentation and testing, which was
often a feature of large state-level programmes. As a result, it will need to concentrate resources
and effort on specific outcomes.
There is an argument to be made that a smaller programme built around assassination or
standalone terrorist attacks will likely concentrate on substances that can reliably reach a lethal
outcome. A state-level programme might make a calculated decision to use a biological weapon
that causes weeks of debilitating illness while not causing much lethality, on the basis that such
an outcome is useful on the battlefield. However, going to great lengths to merely incapacitate
an opponent is rarely, if ever, the intent of assassination efforts.

29. Dany Shoham, ‘Chemical and Biological Weapons in Egypt’, Nonproliferation Review (Vol. 5, No.
3, 1998), pp. 48–58; Mary Beth D Nikitin, Paul K Kerr and Andrew Feickert, ‘Syria’s Chemical
Weapons: Issues for Congress’, Congressional Research Service, 30 September 2013.
30. Lev Aleksandrovich Fedorov, ‘Chemical Weapons in Russia: History, Ecology, Politics’, Center of
Ecological Policy of Russia, 1994, <https://nuke.fas.org/guide/russia/cbw/jptac008_l94001.htm>,
accessed 8 November 2021; Anthony Rimmington, Stalin’s Secret Weapon: The Origins of Soviet
Biological Warfare (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018).
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In addition, it can be argued that small-scale programmes want reliable and predictable outcomes.
Going to great efforts to make and use a poison or a micro-organism is counterproductive if
the outcome is variable. Both a desire for predictability and an inclination towards lethality as
the proposed outcome would mean that these notional programmes probably have some bias
towards chemical poisons or biological toxins, rather than biological pathogens. This is because
there is inherent unpredictability in biological weapons. A pathogen may or may not cause
infection and illness. In turn, that infection and illness may or may not cause death and likely
has a longer window of time in which medical interventions may be of assistance. However, if
you can apply a specific dose of a particular poison, it is far easier to ascribe a high chance of a
lethal outcome. Chemical poisoning generally acts faster than biologically induced illness, and
is more directly dependent on dose.
However, there are countervailing examples. One of the larger recent acts of bioterrorism is likely
to be the use of salmonella bacterial illness in the town of The Dalles, Oregon, in 1984.31 Nobody
is known to have died, nor was lethality the intention. The intention was to suppress voter
turnout in a local election. This example shows that intended outcomes drive the selection of
material used in terrorism scenarios, and highlights how a lethal outcome is not always desired.
In addition, budget and resource issues are likely to be a significant consideration in agent
selection. Some materials that are useful as weapons may entail more money or other resources
than a group or country wants to commit to the cause. For example, the nerve agents soman
and Sarin largely share the same production pathways. The critical difference is the alcohol used
in the last step of the process. Soman uses pinacolyl alcohol, which is much rarer, restricted and
more expensive.32 Therefore, those involved in a laboratory-level effort might make a choice to
make Sarin instead. Similarly, making the nerve agent tabun involves using cyanide compounds
which are, in themselves, deadly poisons.33 It would be cheaper and easier to use cyanide as a
weapon before considering making tabun.

Labour
Production will require skilled labour. While the minimum is one person, a small effort will
likely require multiple individuals. There are, however, trade-offs between labour and expertise
– the more people involved in the process, the more difficult it is to conceal the effort. The
range of the programme (the number and type of agents produced) will also affect labour. A
project to produce one type of material is more likely to be able to be concentrated in a smaller
work force. Both the Rhodesian state and Japanese Aum Shinrikyo efforts (see Boxes 1 and 2)
operated with relatively small amounts of labour.
31. Steven A Koehler, ‘The Science of Forensic Epidemiology in Detecting a Biological Attack
(Bioterrorism)’, in Sunit K Singh and Jens H Kuhn (eds), Defense Against Biological Attacks (Cham:
Springer, 2019), pp. 69–104.
32. Lev Fedorov, ‘A Portrait of the Soviet Battle Poison’, Journal of Medical CBR Defense (December
2009).
33. Kaszeta, Toxic, p. 33.
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Knowledge and Experience
Information is needed to operate such a facility, and this comes in the form of both theoretical
knowledge and practical skills. Such information can be gained from both formal education
and practical experience. Regardless of the materials produced, the required expertise can be
described in three categories. First is formal theoretical knowledge, likely derived from degreelevel or higher education. Second are general laboratory skills, associated with working in
a chemical or biological laboratory. These are more often acquired through experience and
tutelage rather than learned from a book. Third, there will be specialised knowledge required for
specific production steps and pieces of equipment. Many parts of this skillset will be particular
to individual makes and models of equipment.

Equipment and Infrastructure
The exact mix of equipment will differ depending on the choice of agent used and will vary
widely based on technical, logistical and managerial choices. However, a basic production
set-up for either chemical or biological agents as weapons will easily cost at least hundreds of
thousands of dollars. The more sophisticated chemical poisons and biological materials require
a number of steps, many of which will require specialty processes.
Throughout the chemical and biological processes, there will be a need for specialty
instrumentation to ensure that everything is being done correctly. For example, many chemical
processes have multiple stages wherein a clear liquid is added slowly to another clear liquid of
identical appearance, resulting in a cocktail of several clear liquids that need to be separated from
each other and refined. Instrumentation, such as gas chromatographs and mass spectrometers,
would be needed at intervals in such a process to identify the chemical compounds.
Some resources are available to illustrate some of the possible equipment needed for
low-level production. The Australia Group handbooks, while intending to cover mass production
efforts, provide thorough documentation of the types of equipment required for chemical and
biological warfare agent production.34 Such references provide useful guidance for the types of
technology and equipment necessary for such endeavours.
Not every covert chemical or biological effort will necessarily produce substances from a
low-level start. A streamlined effort which seeks merely to adapt or refine existing commercial
or scientific chemicals procured by purchase, theft or diversion would require even less
infrastructure. An example of this is the Rhodesian programme, which both acquired and made
toxic materials (see Box 1).
It should be noted that a small effort could leverage or divert existing equipment and
infrastructure. A scientific, educational or commercial facility, such as a university chemistry
department or a legitimate biotechnology company, could be used clandestinely for adverse
34. See, for example, Australia Group, ‘Australia Group Common Control List Handbook, Volume I:
Chemical Weapons‐Related Common Control Lists’, Revision 6, 2021.
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purposes. Persons with legitimate access could use equipment and facilities to work on
an unauthorised project, with or without the knowledge of management or owners. A
state-run effort could be hidden in plain sight in state-owned laboratories, educational facilities
or industrial enterprises. The 2001 US anthrax attacks were apparently driven by a one-person
effort using a government laboratory.35
Figure 1: Inputs and Outputs in a Small Chemical or Biological Production Process
Inputs
Necessary
- Ideas and agent selection
- Facilities and equipment
- Time
- Materials
- Funding
- Labour

Outputs

Weapon materials
Optional but helpful
- Security and concealment
- Safety
Strictly optional

Process

Hostile use

Delivery means

- Compartmentation/dual
use of facility
- Testing
- Weaponisation

Source: Author generated.

35. Evan Perez et al., ‘FBI Paints Chilling Portrait of Anthrax-Attack Suspect’, Wall Street Journal,
7 August 2008.
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Box 1: Case Study: Rhodesia
One of the few documented case studies of a small chemical and biological programme for limited
operational use is that of the Rhodesian state (now Zimbabwe) during the last five years of its
existence (1975–80). Rhodesian security services were engaged in a fierce and lengthy war against
numerically superior opponents. As part of a broader campaign of covert actions, chemical and
biological substances were used to attack enemy guerrilla forces.*
Retired US government specialist Glenn Cross collected and analysed numerous primary and secondary
sources on the Rhodesian programme. Cross estimates a range of 1,239–2,427 deaths due to chemical
and biological substances from 1977 to 1979.† In addition, a greater number of illnesses were caused,
particularly cholera. The aggregate outcomes and outputs of this programme are nominally larger
than assassinations or small, targeted attacks. The reason for this case study’s relevance is not so
much the end use, but the scale of the effort in terms of personnel and equipment. Although the
effort was for larger purposes than small-scale attacks, it was a rather small effort in terms of inputs.
This demonstrates just how much can be done by a dedicated small effort.
Cross’s investigation of the scale of the production effort indicates that it was well within the scope of
this paper. The two covert Rhodesian facilities at Bindura and Mount Darwin produced individual batches
for single incidents.‡ The higher totals are the result of the fact that the laboratory operated for years,
producing small amounts for hundreds of individual uses and incidents over time. The overall budget for
the project is difficult to determine from existing records, but it is well established that the Rhodesian
state was suffering from lack of funds overall. Its chemical and biological programme does not appear
to have been lavishly funded. Cross calculated that the programme consisted of just one chemist,§ two
assistants with undergraduate-level education, and a small number of police staff and military reservists. At
any particular point, it seems doubtful that more than five or six people were ever involved in production.
Equipment used by the programme is unknown and not disclosed in the available sources. Facilities were
small, consisting of just a handful of rooms in two different secure military bases. Therefore, the programme
benefited from the security of their host bases and did not need extra security.
The agents used were unimaginative. The Rhodesian effort did not synthesise chemicals; instead,
commercial pesticides, industrial chemicals and pharmaceuticals were adapted for use. Biological
agents (cholera, botulinum toxin and possibly anthrax) were produced. Dissemination methods were
limited to contamination of food, water and clothing.‖
This project demonstrates that a small programme with limited inputs and technology from four
decades ago could achieve serious results. The same quantity of inputs would achieve greater results
today, simply from advances in the state of the art.
Sources:

*

Luise White, ‘Poisoned Food, Poisoned Uniforms, and Anthrax: Or, How Guerillas Die in War’, Osiris

(Vol. 19, 2004), pp. 220–33;

†

Glenn Cross, Dirty War: Rhodesia and Chemical Biological Warfare 1975-1980

(Warwick: Helion and Company, 2017), p. 119;

‡

Ibid., pp. 90–94;

§

Ian Martinez, ‘The History of the Use of

Bacteriological and Chemical Agents During Zimbabwe’s Liberation War of 1965-80 by Rhodesian Forces’, Third
World Quarterly (Vol. 23, No. 6, 2002), pp. 1159–79; ‖ Cross, Dirty War, pp. 106–13.
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Safety
Safety processes and procedures should be considered as highly important in chemical and
biological production, given the inherently dangerous nature of the materials involved. The
history of chemical and biological warfare is replete with instances of injury, illness and death
among workers, even highly skilled scientists with decades of experience.36 Many of the
processes involved in such manufacture involve corrosive, explosive, flammable, highly reactive
and/or toxic materials. In many cases, the materials involved in manufacturing, such as waste
products or material inputs, are more dangerous than the target material itself. For example,
Sarin or soman production requires the use of hydrogen fluoride, which is far more corrosive
and difficult to handle than the actual nerve agents yielded at the end of the process.
A small-scale effort, which is presumably covert, will not want the attention that would come
from deaths and serious injuries, either within the facility or outside it through accidental
release. In addition, an effort with a small labour force cannot easily afford to lose expertise,
equipment and materials through mishaps.

Security
Security and concealment are likely to be necessary inputs to a production effort. With
non-state actors, perpetrators of poisoning plots will need to keep their efforts concealed from
the authorities. State-level actors will want to keep such a facility covert to avoid international
opprobrium. Many types of security measures may be needed to maintain secrecy and security.
With chemical and biological laboratories, it is likely that there will have to be special provisions
for disposal of waste. Historically, accidents involving waste have disclosed the presence of
clandestine manufacture. Effluent from production facilities can provide valuable intelligence,
and unpleasant waste can lead to unwanted attention. As one example, even a very economic
process for making Sarin generates an amount of waste 10 times greater than the amount
of Sarin produced. Another relevant example is clandestine drug manufacturing.37 Many
covert drug laboratories have been discovered by police due to dumping of waste or through
suspicious odours.38

36. Roy H Rengstorff, ‘Accidental Exposure to Sarin: Vision Effects’, Archives of Toxicology (Vol. 56,
No. 3, 1985), pp. 201–03; Andrew Roth and Tom McCarthy, ‘“It’s Got Me”: The Lonely Death
of the Soviet Scientist Poisoned by Novichok’, The Guardian, 22 March 2018; Ulf Schmidt,
‘Accidents and Experiments: Nazi Chemical Warfare Research and Medical Ethics During the
Second World War’, in Michael L Gross and Don Carrick (eds), Military Medical Ethics for the 21st
Century (Abingdon: Routledge, 2013), pp. 225–44.
37. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, ‘Meth Production in Minnesota: Cooking Methods’,
<https://www.pca.state.mn.us/sites/default/files/c-er5-03.pdf>, accessed 22 July 2021.
38. Doug Hanson, ‘Right in Your Backyard: Identifying Illegal Drug Labs Lurking in the Shadows’, Law
Enforcement Technology (Vol. 32, No. 5, 2005), pp. 8–10.
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Dual-Use Facilities
Many equipment, infrastructure, security and safety issues could, in theory, be mitigated by
hiding a programme within an existing, legitimate production facility. Nazi Germany’s factory to
make sulphur mustard (‘mustard gas’) was passed off as a detergent and lacquer factory when
US soldiers first occupied the area in 1945.39 A legitimate factory or research laboratory could
operate a compartmented programme inside a legitimate production or research effort. The
compartmentation could be physical, such as a separate room or building, or temporal, with
legitimate facilities diverted to nefarious during non-working hours.

Materials
For most efforts, some amount of specialty materials will be needed as inputs. A wide variety
of chemical or biological input materials will be generic or mundane, and thus not worthy of
suspicion. However, other materials, depending on the end outputs of the process, may be rare,
expensive and/or highly restricted. Some of these materials will be impossible or highly difficult
to procure commercially and will have to be made in intermediate processes. The schedules of
the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) and the Common Control List Handbooks published
by the Australia Group are useful guides in this area.40

Budget
Even a small production effort will require funding. The Aum Shinrikyo cult in Japan, for
example, spent the equivalent of tens of millions of US dollars on their chemical and biological
efforts. Its ‘Satyan’ chemical production facility cost approximately $30 million to build and
fit out.41 Compared to more conventional forms of inducing lethality, the expense of chemical
and/or biological agent development may be disproportionately high and thus make conventional
means of attack more attractive.

Time
Time is a resource that should be considered a critical input into all production efforts. In various
historical chemical and biological warfare programmes, the bulk of elapsed time was spent
on factors beyond mere synthesis of small quantities of material. Developing a viable mass
production process, creating the factories to enable the process, recruiting and training labour,
testing and developing weapon systems, and establishing supply chains all take considerable
39. Annie Jacobsen, Operation Paperclip: The Secret Intelligence Program That Brought Nazi Scientists
to America (New York, NY: Little, Brown and Company, 2015), pp. 73–74.
40. OPCW, ‘Annex on Chemicals’, <https://www.opcw.org/chemical-weapons-convention/annexes/
annex-chemicals/annex-chemicals>, accessed 1 November 2021; Australia Group, ‘Australia
Group Common Control List Handbooks’, <https://www.dfat.gov.au/publications/minisite/
theaustraliagroupnet/site/en/controllisthandbooks.html>, accessed 1 November 2021.
41. Danzig et al., ‘Aum Shinrikyo’, p. 30.
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effort. For example, it took the US Army from 1945 – when it captured scientists, samples and
documents – until 1952 before mass production of the nerve agent Sarin began.42 It was already
able to produce small amounts by 1946.
Compressed timelines are likely to mean a larger effort, a more observable footprint and/
or an output of poorer quality. An example of this is the Aum Shinrikyo cult’s attack on the
Tokyo subway system in 1995. At the time of the attack, they had dismantled much of their
manufacturing capability, used in a previous incident in Matsumoto, to hide evidence from the
authorities. The groups’ leader, Shoko Asahara, appears to have issued the order to make the
Sarin for the 20 March 1996 attack only a few days prior to it taking place.43

Testing
Testing is an optional input into production efforts. Groups or countries engaged in this sort
of work are likely to want their products to function as intended. Military users tend to want
munitions that operate consistently, equally and reliably. Many such development efforts will
likely incorporate some degree of testing to ensure that the product works. However, testing
efforts can add greatly to the difficulty and expense of a programme. A group or country in a
hurry to achieve results can omit the scope and degree of testing that might be preferable for
larger efforts. Testing should be considered an optional input.

42. Jeffrey A Hess, ‘Historic American Engineering Record: Rocky Mountain Arsenal’, National Park
Service, US Department of the Interior, 1984.
43. Danzig et al., ‘Aum Shinrikyo’, p. 31.
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Box 2: Case Study: Aum Shinrikyo Cult
A well-documented case of non-state chemical and biological weapons development and use is that
of the Aum Shinrikyo cult in Japan between 1990 and 1995. From a technical standpoint, the Aum
programme was a laboratory-scale production project with aspirations to larger-scale production.
The former had some successes, but the latter was a failure. A fairly comprehensive case study was
completed by the Center for New American Security, which details the production efforts.*
The Aum programme was able to make enough impure Sarin – a technically difficult agent to synthesise
– to conduct attacks in Matsumoto in June 1994† and the Tokyo subway in March 1995.‡ The former
left eight dead and hundreds injured, and the latter left 13 dead but thousands injured.
Aum also manufactured smaller amounts of the nerve agent VX. A device designed to produce
hydrogen cyanide gas and a nominal amount of phosgene were produced. The VX was used in several
assassinations.§ Some biological weapons were also developed. Botulinum toxin and anthrax were
developed, but many technical mistakes rendered these materials useless as weapons.‖
The size of the programme varied, as facilities and equipment were dismantled several times to
avoid police scrutiny. Furthermore, analysis needs to separately consider the actual production at
laboratory scale from the unsuccessful attempt to make a much larger production capability to mass
produce Sarin. From a personnel perspective, fewer than 100 people worked on this programme, and
many were not specialists but involved only in aspects of the failed attempt to scale up production.
The actual technical specialties were concentrated in a small group of fewer than 10 people. For the
production of material used in the attacks, the physical size of the production effort never exceeded a
single building. A remote ranch property in Australia was allegedly used for testing purposes as well.¶
Although tens of millions of dollars in investment went into the Aum effort, its successes were
surprisingly marginal. This is due to many factors, but principal among them were the general
under-development of delivery devices and poor application of biological principles. For all their
effort, their Tokyo delivery devices were plastic bags surrounded by wadded-up newspaper and their
anthrax (used in an earlier, failed attack) was an incorrect strain.
Sources: * Danzig et al., ‘Aum Shinrikyo’; † Jonathan B Tucker, War of Nerves: Chemical Warfare from World War I
to Al-Qaeda (New York, NY: Anchor Books, 2006), pp. 336–41; ‡ T Okumura et al., ‘The Tokyo Subway Sarin Attack
– Lessons Learned’, Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology (Vol. 207, No. 2, 2005), pp. 471–76; § Danzig et al., ‘Aum
Shinrikyo’, pp. 48–49; ‖ Ibid., p. 47; ¶ Tucker, War of Nerves, pp. 335–36.
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Weaponisation
Mass production programmes more often than not focus on production of an inventory of
weapon systems, not just bulk quantities of chemical or biological materials. The history of
chemical and biological weapon systems shows quite clearly that development of standardised,
effective munitions takes a great deal of work that is inherently different in nature to the work
to make the chemical warfare materials. For example, the US military worked for decades on a
nerve agent bomb, the ‘Bigeye’, which, despite significant effort, never quite worked correctly.44
As another example, it might take much development work and iterative testing involving
hundreds of test firings to develop and prove the usefulness of a chemical artillery shell. It takes
no development effort to put a nerve agent into a commercially procured medical syringe, and
comparatively little development effort to put something into a spray bottle.
There can be downfalls to economising on weaponisation efforts. As Box 2 highlights, the Tokyo
attacks yielded tactical results far lower than the perpetrators’ intentions due to the lack of
effective weaponisation.

44. R J Smith, ‘GAO Blasts Bigeye Chemical Weapon’, Science (Vol. 232, 1986), pp. 1493–95.

II. Future Trends and Trajectories

A

S CHAPTER I demonstrates, historical biological and chemical weapons development
programmes have been able to produce lethal outcomes. However, they used science
and engineering that are, by today’s standards, quite dated. If a group, country or person
were to take up development of chemical and biological materials for small-scale nefarious use
today, they would already be at a serious advantage over a range of earlier programmes. From
a purely technical perspective, current technology makes the development and manufacturing
of chemical and biological agents easier. This is only partially offset by laws and regulations
which might make acquisition of technology or precursors openly associated with chemical and
biological weapons more burdensome.
Chemistry, biology and related engineering and information technology fields are developing
rapidly. There are both general trends and specific developments in science and technology
which could make it easier to set up a clandestine laboratory and produce threat materials
than in the past.45 Countermeasures and mitigations could be developed, but these are only
effective if there is an effort to identify existing and emerging threat areas. This chapter
highlights these areas.

General Trends
Proliferation of Chemical Manufacturing
The overall trajectory in the chemical industry is that there is more sophisticated manufacturing
of an ever more diverse range of chemicals across the globe. Countries that did not have advanced
chemical industries in previous decades are developing them now.46 There are numerous
dangerous chemicals that are used in industry, such as for semiconductor manufacturing,47 that
could be useful for terrorist attacks. Proliferation of chemical manufacturing and industries that
use dangerous chemicals means that there will be more sources for theft, diversion or illicit
purchase, as well as opportunities for people to enter jobs where they may learn skills useful to
CBW production.
45. In this paper, ‘general trends’ refer to those that make a specific pathway to certain materials
(and/or their delivery) cheaper or easier to make. In some of the cases discussed throughout,
particularly nanotechnology and microencapsulation, the difference between ‘general’ and
‘specific’ is narrow and somewhat arbitrary.
46. Malaysia’s semiconductor industry and the emerging pharmaceutical industry in Kenya are only
two of many examples.
47. Myoung-Hee Kim, Hyunjoo Kim and Domyung Paek, ‘The Health Impacts of Semiconductor
Production: An Epidemiologic Review’, International Journal of Occupational and Environmental
Health (Vol. 20, No. 2, 2014), pp. 95–114.
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Toxicology of Industrial Chemicals
The early history of chemical warfare saw widespread use of toxic chemicals. The first major
chemical warfare agents of the First World War were industrial chemicals such as chlorine and
phosgene.48 Several members of the nerve agent family were discovered through research
into insecticides. Modern manufacturing processes continue to use and occasionally discover
chemicals that are dangerous to people. Industrial safety efforts seek to characterise the
hazards of new chemicals to humans for the purposes of ensuring environmental protection
and the health and safety of employees. However, such efforts rarely go to great lengths to
investigate the potential of such substances as deliberate poisons. Industrial hygiene work that
characterises a new substance used, for example, in making computer chips will broadly assess
characteristics like respiratory hazards and flammability. Proprietary trade secrets often obscure
the exact identity of some of these chemicals. Semiconductor manufacturing is particularly
noted for the possible presence of dangerous compounds.49 Many of these chemicals could be
highly dangerous by ingestion or injection, but the extent of this toxicity would not be heavily
explored in standard hygiene work. A hostile assassination or terrorism effort could easily
explore the toxicological aspects of thousands of new chemical compounds in order to draw up
a list of candidate substances to use for illegal acts.

Miniaturisation and Microfluidics
Anyone who has purchased consumer electronics in the last decade is familiar with the general
trend of sophisticated equipment getting smaller in weight and volume. This also applies to
equipment in chemistry and biology laboratories. The broad technical trends in chemistry
and chemical engineering have seen the advent and commercialisation of a number of tools,
techniques and procedures for handling successively smaller objects and quantities. The field
of microfluidics – the handling of very small amounts of liquids – is of particular interest. There
are many technical articles that explore the ways in which microfluidics can assist chemical and
biological synthesis.50
Microfluidics, as well as miniaturisation of other laboratory technologies, improve safety in a
laboratory because smaller amounts of dangerous material are handled by machines instead of
human hands. As a result, the precision of many reactions and production steps is also improved,
lowering the risk for laboratory accidents by reducing scope for human error. However, it is
worth noting that human error has sometimes led to the discovery of chemical and biological
48. Shirley D Tuorinsky, Medical Aspects of Chemical Warfare (Falls Church, VA: Office of the Surgeon
General, 2008).
49. Chungsik Yoon et al., ‘Chemical Use and Associated Health Concerns in the Semiconductor
Manufacturing Industry’, Safety and Health at Work (Vol. 11, No. 4, 2020), pp. 500–08.
50. Somayeh Sohrabi, Nour Kassir and Mostafa Keshavarz Moraveji, ‘Droplet Microfluidics:
Fundamentals and its Advanced Applications’, RSC Advances (No. 46, 2020), pp. 27560–74;
Yongjian Ai et al., ‘Microfluidics for Biosynthesizing: From Droplets and Vesicles to Artificial
Cells’, Small (Vol. 16, No. 9, 2020).
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production efforts by police, security services or intelligence collection efforts. For example, a
major leak of anthrax in 1979 due to an accident at a cover biological weapons factory in the
Siberian city of Sverdlovsk led to intelligence scrutiny of the facility.51 Thus, improvements from
microfluidics and other technical advances may make it harder to discover clandestine efforts
in the future.

Analytical Instrumentation
One of the risks of small-scale production is investing a lot of effort into something that ends
up being an inferior or alternative product. Is the clear liquid that has been made actually Sarin,
or just a cocktail of isopropanol and by-products, which are also clear liquids? Part of chemical
and biological synthesis is the act of determining what it is that you have made. The Aum cult’s
biological weapons effort was largely unsuccessful because they could not tell if their anthrax
was effective.52
The analytical instrumentation needed for small-scale production has become smaller, lighter,
cheaper and easier to use in practically every category. The instrumentation used for gas
chromatography,53 mass spectrometry,54 various types of infrared spectrometry,55 genetic
sequencing56 and similar technologies is more accessible. Items that were previously the
size of a car and cost a million dollars are now the size of a modest desktop printer and cost
one-twentieth of their original price. For example, the cost of reading human DNA has dropped
by about four orders of magnitude between 2007 and 2021.57

Robotics and Automation
Recent decades have witnessed a revolution in robotics and automation in chemical and biological
laboratories. This trend has developed in parallel with miniaturisation. Many processes that
once required skilled hands and eyes are now routinely carried out by robotic means. Technical

51. Matthew Meselson et al., ‘The Sverdlovsk Anthrax Outbreak of 1979’, Science (Vol. 266, No. 5188,
1994), pp. 1202–08.
52. William Rosenau, ‘Aum Shinrikyo’s Biological Weapons Program: Why Did It Fail?’, Studies in
Conflict & Terrorism (Vol. 24, No. 4, 2001), pp. 289–301.
53. John Buie, ‘Evolution of Gas Chromatography’, Lab Manager, January 2010.
54. Jennifer Griffiths, ‘A Brief History of Mass Spectrometry’, Analytical Chemistry (Vol. 80, No. 15,
2008), pp. 5678–83.
55. Hery Mitsutake, Ronei J Poppi and Márcia C Breitkreitz, ‘Raman Imaging Spectroscopy: History,
Fundamentals and Current Scenario of the Technique’, Journal of the Brazilian Chemical Society
(Vol. 30, No. 11, 2019), pp. 2243–58.
56. James M Heather and Benjamin Chain, ‘The Sequence of Sequencers: The History of Sequencing
DNA’, Genomics (Vol. 107, No. 1, 2016), pp. 1–8.
57. The Economist, ‘Science After the Pandemic’, 27 March 2021, p. 9.
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literature is replete with articles describing numerous aspects of this growing field.58 Robotics
and automation technology make it safer to perform high-risk manipulations, and to do so with
higher precision. What once required a scientist to wear protective equipment can now be
performed with a higher degree of precision, controlled by a computer far away from the actual
chemistry or biology. Such improvements in safety mean reductions in leaks and accidents.
Despite their potential to cause significant damage, leaks and accidents historically represented
valuable intelligence indicators. Fewer such incidents may mean lesser chance of discovery.
Robotics and automation will also reduce the amount of labour required and could possibly
reduce the amount of time needed, particularly if robotics replace a manual technique that is
wasteful or imprecise.

Ubiquity of Equipment
Improvements in instrumentation mean that equipment that was once rare and specialised,
and the expertise required to use it, is now far more widespread. For example, the number
of mass spectrometers in use has multiplied, while cost and size have shrunk considerably.59
An item that might have been in 20 laboratories in only a few Western countries in 1980 may
be in thousands of laboratories around the whole world today. As this trend continues, it may
lead to an increased availability of instruments that could be stolen or diverted from their
legitimate use. This has already led to a market in second-hand instrumentation as legitimate
users replace older equipment. Such a market may have less scrutiny that sales come directly
from manufacturers.

Globalisation of Information
It is no longer necessary to visit libraries, buy books or subscribe to expensive technical journals
to stay abreast of scientific and technical advances. The amount of information useful to the
synthesis of hazardous materials that is available for free or a low cost is high and increasing. In
particular, the practice of sending articles to pre-print servers before peer review has increased
significantly – a trend that has been exacerbated by the coronavirus pandemic.60
58. Sebastian Steiner et al., ‘Organic Synthesis in a Modular Robotic System Driven by a Chemical
Programming Language’, Science (Vol. 363, No. 6423, 2019); Benjamin Burger et al., ‘A Mobile
Robotic Chemist’, Nature (Vol. 583, No. 7815, 2020), pp. 237–41; Junjie Zhong et al., ‘When
Robotics Met Fluidics’, Lab on a Chip (Vol. 20, No. 4, 2020), pp. 709–16.
59. Fortune Business Insights, ‘Mass Spectrometer Market’, <https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.
com/industry-reports/mass-spectrometer-market-101068>, accessed 5 May 2021; Michael
Okimoto and Peter A Fung, ‘2016 Mass Spectrometry Buyer’s Guide: An Overview of Mass Spec
Systems and Emerging Applications’, Biocompare, 29 June 2016, <https://www.biocompare.
com/188387-2016-Mass-Spectrometry-Buyer-s-Guide/>, accessed 5 May 2021.
60. Matthew B Hoy, ‘Rise of the Rxivs: How Preprint Servers are Changing the Publishing Process’,
Medical Reference Services Quarterly (Vol. 39, No. 1, 2020), pp. 84–89; Caitlyn Vlasschaert, Joel M
Topf and Swapnil Hiremath, ‘Proliferation of Papers and Preprints During the COVID-19 Pandemic:
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Drones
Developments in drone technology have leveraged the advances in robotics, miniaturisation
and autonomous operation to yield smaller, cheaper and easier-to-use aerial drones. Aerial
drone technology has often been identified as a possible area of concern in larger-scale warfare,
and has also been flagged as a possible means of delivery in acts of terrorism.61 For example,
small drones could deliver a small amount of chemical or biological material to conduct a
targeted attack.

3D Printing
The rise of 3D printing opens new frontiers in potential CBW threats. Advances will make it
easier to manufacture specialty labware, such as containers, tubing or reaction vessels.
So-called ‘additive manufacturing’ is improving in size, economy and range of materials. 3D
printing could also be used to develop small items used for the dissemination of poisons,
and because it works from software files, an item could be developed in one place and
printed in another.
One way to discover and disrupt covert laboratories is to monitor sales of specialty materials
and equipment, such as corrosion-resistant vessels and piping. However, if some specialty items
such as pipes and reaction vessels could be printed from scratch, transactions which would have
been valuable intelligence indicators would not exist.
Proponents of the future potential of 3D printing envisage a convergence between automation,
robotics and 3D printing wherein such technologies are capable of synthesising actual chemical
compounds. These developments remain speculative, but interesting ideas in drug synthesis
have been mentioned in the literature.62 The field of 3D printing warrants attention.

Nanotechnologies
The last decade has seen numerous advances in working with materials on a miniature scale.
Nanotechnology is generally defined as techniques that manipulate materials in a size range of
1–100 nanometres. In reality, there are dozens of technologies and literally thousands of lines
of scientific enquiry and potential applications in this field, so the term ‘nanotechnologies’ is
Progress or Problems with Peer Review?’, Advances in Chronic Kidney Disease (Vol. 27, No. 5,
2020), pp. 418–26.
61. Anna Jackman, ‘Consumer Drone Evolutions: Trends, Spaces, Temporalities, Threats’, Defense &
Security Analysis (Vol. 35, No. 4, 2019), pp. 362–83.
62. Razelle Kurzrock and David J Stewart, ‘Click Chemistry, 3D-Printing, and Omics: The Future of Drug
Development’, Oncotarget (Vol. 7, No. 3, 2016), p. 2155.
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more apt as a description. Nanotechnology has rightly been identified as an area of concern in
chemical and biological terrorism.63
Broadly, nanotechnologies have long demonstrated potential for drug delivery and discovery.64
Nanotechnologies have the potential to affect the ability to create and deliver poisons or
pathogens for assassinations or small terrorist attacks. Overall advances in the creation of new
types of materials, the manipulation of materials in this size range, and numerous supporting
technologies and products all serve to provide techniques, processes, products and knowledge
useful to malefactors in this area. In terms of adversarial conduct, nanotechnologies could
create new threat materials and ways to make them, thereby improving existing processes and
opening new frontiers in the delivery of toxic or infectious substances.

Genetic Engineering, Gene Editing and Other Manipulations
There are numerous technologies, techniques and processes which fall under the broad category
of genetic engineering. While science can edit genes and modify and create new organisms, the
most relevant aspect of this type of work is the controversial technical trend in microbiology
research to enhance various features of a pathogen.65 It should be noted that there are a
number of sophisticated techniques used for ‘gain of function’ research. Many but not all of
these fall under the broader category of genetic engineering, and a full catalogue is beyond the
scope of this paper.
Pathogens – bacteria and viruses that cause disease in humans – have many characteristics
which are dangerous to people. There are numerous research purposes for which scientists
may want to enhance one or more of these characteristics.66 Infectivity (the ability to cause an
infection), pathogenesis (the ability to cause illness), resistance to vaccines or treatments, and
lethality have been worked on for bacteria and viruses for various legitimate scientific reasons.
Many of these efforts are clearly documented in scientific articles and papers. Whether or not
such efforts are always appropriate is a matter of ongoing debate in the scientific community,
but work is already underway.67

63. R Trapp, ‘Convergence of Chemistry and Biology, and Nanotechnology’, in Crowley, Dando and
Shang (eds), Preventing Chemical Weapons, pp. 206–11.
64. Omid C Farokhzad and Robert Langer, ‘Impact of Nanotechnology on Drug Delivery’, ACS Nano
(Vol. 3, No. 1, 2009), pp. 16–20; Kewal K Jain, ‘The Role of Nanobiotechnology in Drug
Discovery’, Drug Discovery Today (Vol. 10, No. 21, 2005), pp. 1435–42.
65. See, for example, Amber Dance, ‘The Shifting Sands of “Gain-of-Function” Research’, Nature,
27 October 2021.
66. Marc Lipsitch, ‘Why Do Exceptionally Dangerous Gain-of-Function Experiments in Influenza?’,
Influenza Virus (Vol. 1836, 2018), pp. 589–608.
67. See, for example, National Research Council, Potential Risks and Benefits of Gain-of-Function
Research: Summary of a Workshop (Washington, DC: National Academies Press, 2015).
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In theory, such manipulations could be used for nefarious purposes. A pathogen could
be adjusted in some way to make it more harmful to people. For assassination purposes, a
disease-causing organism could be adjusted to make it more lethal and resistant to therapies,
but less communicable between people. Another example might be modification of a toxinproducing micro-organism (such as botulism bacteria) to produce more toxin, or to produce a
modified toxin with different characteristics.

Specific Developments
Much of the potential in this subject area remains theoretical or at the prototype stage, but
specific developments of particular concern are highlighted below.

Micro- and Nano-Encapsulation
Micro- and nano-encapsulation are the science and engineering of encapsulating chemicals or
biological materials in some form of capsule or coating. The difference in terms is principally due
to the size of the material handling involved in the process. There are numerous applications
for this cluster of technology in agriculture, pharmacology and food science. Reasons for microand nano-encapsulation include:
•
•
•
•

Ensuring stability of probiotic bacteria or omega oils through the stomach so that they
reach the intestine unharmed by stomach acid.68
Ensuring flavourings last longer (such as chewing gum).69
Micro-encapsulation of organophosphates to promote slow release in the environment for
pesticide purposes (note that military nerve agents are organophosphate compounds).70
Nano-encapsulation to protect the mRNA in a vaccine, such as Pfizer’s Covid-19
vaccination.71

Of course, such advances could be used in a hostile manner. If a coating or capsule is put around
the chemical or biological weapon material, many detection mechanisms will not be able to
detect or identify the hazard. However, micro-encapsulation can also reduce the lethal dose of
68. Dianawati Dianawati, Vijay Mishra and Nagendra P Shah, ‘Survival of Microencapsulated Probiotic
Bacteria After Processing and During Storage: A Review’, Critical Reviews in Food Science and
Nutrition (Vol. 56, No. 10, 2016), pp. 1685–716.
69. Md Saifullah et al., ‘Micro and Nano Encapsulation, Retention and Controlled Release of Flavor and
Aroma Compounds: A Critical Review’, Trends in Food Science & Technology (Vol. 86, 2019),
pp. 230–51.
70. Ming Zhang et al., ‘One-Step Microencapsulation and Spraying of Pesticide Formulations for
Improved Adhesion and Sustained Release’, Journal of Microencapsulation (Vol. 36, No. 7, 2019),
pp. 649–58.
71. Basmah N Aldosari, Iman M Alfagih and Alanood S Almurshedi, ‘Lipid Nanoparticles as Delivery
Systems for RNA-Based Vaccines’, Pharmaceutics (Vol. 13, No. 2, 2021), p. 206.
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some ingested poisons by making it easier for them to slip past the upper parts of the digestive
tract, thus lowering the effective dose. Poisons that have an unpleasant taste may be more
easily concealed in food or drink. Toxic or infective material may be encased in a nano-material
that facilitates its biological transport within the human body, such as enabling a poison to
cross the blood–brain barrier.72 This could have the net effect of reducing the lethal dose of a
particular poison.
Micro-encapsulation may also make chemical and biological weapons more resistant to
environmental factors and decontamination by adding a barrier between the material and
elements such as moisture, sunlight and decontamination solutions. This could mean that
poisons intended for dermal absorption could be applied for a longer period of time before the
intended victim touches them than previously possible.
It should be noted that the Navalny poisoning in 2020 is reputed to have involved
nano-encapsulation as part of the delivery technique.73 This incident raises numerous
troublesome points, but it is one of the first known cases where it is likely that encapsulation at
a small scale has been used for hostile purposes.

Micro-Milling
The field of micro-milling (the ability to grind solids into fine powders) has improved in recent
years.74 A perennial issue in biological weapon development has been the ability to effectively
mill dry biological materials into fine powders in the size range (1–10 microns) required to
become respirable aerosols. This technical step has frequently been an obstacle in the
production of effective dry aerosol biological weapons, as dry powder is often more functional
as a weapon than wet droplets. Although concern with micro-milling has focused largely on
biological materials, grinding solid toxic chemicals into this particle size range could also be a
way to transform some substances into weapons. While this technology is more pertinent to
wide-area weapons employment than small-scale use, it should not be ignored when it comes to
targeted-use scenarios. For instance, one of the applications of improvements in micro-milling
and micro-machining could be that these make it easier to convert a solid toxic material into a
fine powder that could be inhaled.

72. John Mulvihill et al., ‘Drug Delivery Across the Blood–Brain Barrier: Recent Advances in the Use
of Nanocarriers’, Nanomedicine (Vol. 15, No. 2, 2020), pp. 205–14; Jeremy Pang Kern Tan et al.,
‘Effective Encapsulation of Apomorphine into Biodegradable Polymeric Nanoparticles Through a
Reversible Chemical Bond for Delivery Across the Blood–Brain Barrier’, Nanomedicine (Vol. 17,
2019), pp. 236–45.
73. Luke Harding, ‘Navalny Says Russian Officer Admits Putting Poison in Underwear’, The Guardian,
21 December 2020.
74. Ni Chen et al., ‘Advances in Micro Milling: From Tool Fabrication to Process
Outcomes’, International Journal of Machine Tools and Manufacture (November 2020).
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Computational Toxicology
Computational toxicology is a scientific discipline dedicated to sophisticated computer analysis
of molecules to understand their toxicity to people or their hazards in the environment.75 In
the past, to understand the lethal dose of a poisonous substance, significant testing in animal
models may have been necessary to arrive at an estimate of toxicity in humans. Advances in
computational toxicology are likely to lead to a situation where those involved in a clandestine
poison manufacturing effort will be able to conduct calculations on a computer instead to
determine if a new chemical is toxic or estimate how much a lethal dose would be for humans.
Computational toxicology could also be used in conjunction with a literature search to select
possible agents of potential harm.

Injection Technologies
Both poisons and medicines can be more efficient if administered by injection. Moreover, a
far wider range of poisons are available if this route of exposure is possible. However, the act
of injecting someone is such an obvious assault that it would most likely lead to the victim
seeking immediate medical attention. The Markov assassination in 1978 involved the successful
injection of a small pellet containing the toxin ricin, using a specialty device concealed inside
an umbrella.76 This event is, however, an outlier, as injection is incredibly difficult to conceal
from the victim.
Various medical technologies are being researched to reduce the need for painful injections by
coming up with alternative means of administering medications. For example, microneedles
are being investigated as a less painful way of administering subcutaneous medicines.77
When combined with an extremely toxic substance that requires only a small dose, it is
possible that technologies for painless injections may result in a potent new attack method
for deliberate poisonings.

Improved Dermal Absorption
The Skripal and Navalny attacks used dermal absorption of nerve agents as the mechanism
of attack, as did hundreds of poisonings during the Rhodesian civil war (see Box 2). Dose
calculation, absorption variability across different parts of the human anatomy, interactions
with subcutaneous fat and the overall slow speed of dermal absorption make poisoning by
75. Ida Fischer, Catherine Milton and Heather Wallace, ‘Toxicity Testing is Evolving!’, Toxicology
Research (Vol. 9, No. 2, 2020), pp. 67–80.
76. Rashmi Aggarwal, Hemant Aggarwal and Pradeep Kumar Chugh, ‘Medical Management of Ricin
Poisoning’, Journal of Medical and Allied Sciences (Vol. 7, No. 2, 2017), p. 82.
77. Niclas Roxhed et al., ‘Painless Drug Delivery Through Microneedle-Based Transdermal Patches
Featuring Active Infusion’, IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering (Vol. 55, No. 3, March
2008), pp. 1063–71; Vadim V Yuzhakov, ‘The AdminPen™ Microneedle Device for Painless &
Convenient Drug Delivery’, Drug Delivery Technology (Vol. 10, No. 4, 2010), pp. 32–36.
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dermal absorption one of questionable success. Indeed, Sergei and Yulia Skripal and Alexei
Navalny were made seriously ill but they did not die. Techniques to improve both the rate and
efficiency of dermal absorption are not new. The Rhodesian security forces allegedly added the
chemical dimethyl sulfoxide to the poison Parathion to aid absorption.78
As many medicines may benefit from better absorption through skin, academia and the
pharmaceutical industry have been looking at methods to improve this. Many of the proposed
technical advances involve nanomaterials,79 so this area overlaps significantly with the other
concerns posed by nanomaterials. Other technologies, such as micro-emulsions,80 have also
been explored. The literature in this area is too dense to summarise in this paper.

Improvement in Corrosion-Resistant Materials
The manufacture of nerve agents, in particular, requires handling of some highly corrosive
substances, such as hydrogen fluoride. Further improvements, particularly in cost and availability,
of corrosion-resistant materials will serve to make nerve agent production easier. Advances in
plastics and metal alloys show promise in this area.81

Improvements in Fluoride Compound Synthesis
One specific development of note is the reported improvement in the ability to rapidly synthesise
a wide variety of fluorophosphonate compounds, as mentioned in a recent article by scientists
at Pfizer.82 Several nerve agents, such as Sarin, cyclosarin and soman, are close in structure
to the compounds identified in the article. While the technique described is not suitable for
mass production, it likely could be adjusted to create small amounts of proscribed nerve agents
suitable for assassination use.

78. Cross, Dirty War, p. 146.
79. Soraya Babaie et al., ‘Invasome: A Novel Nanocarrier for Transdermal Drug
Delivery’, Nanomaterials
(Vol. 10, No. 2, 2020), p. 341; Viral Patel, Om Prakash Sharma and Tejal Mehta, ‘Nanocrystal: A
Novel Approach to Overcome Skin Barriers for Improved Topical Drug Delivery’, Expert Opinion on
Drug Delivery (Vol. 15, No. 4, 2018), pp. 351–68.
80. Anna Kogan and Nissim Garti, ‘Microemulsions as Transdermal Drug Delivery Vehicles’, Advances in
Colloid and Interface Science (Vol. 123, 2006), pp. 369–85.
81. John H Mallinson, Corrosion-Resistant Plastic Composites in Chemical Plant Design (Boca Raton, FL:
CRC Press, 2020); Christopher D Taylor et al., ‘Integrated Computational Materials Engineering of
Corrosion Resistant Alloys’, npj Materials Degradation (Vol. 2, No. 1, 2018), pp. 1–10.
82. Jason K Dutra et al., ‘Fluorophosphonates On‐Demand: A General and Simplified Approach Toward
Fluorophosphonate Synthesis’, ChemBioChem (Vol. 22, No. 10, 2021), pp. 1769–74.
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RNA Medicine
One of the biomedical revolutions spurred by the rush to address the coronavirus pandemic
was the advent of RNA vaccines. The mRNA vaccines work by introducing genetic code to get
the human body to perform a specific function. In the case of the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines,
mRNA induces some cells to produce just the spike protein of the SARS-Cov-2 virus to provoke
an immune response. This innovative tactic is likely to be used for other medical purposes.
However, these same advances could be used for harmful purposes. Most biological toxins are
proteins. The way mRNA works is to get host cells to encode a particular protein. There are
some barriers to success with this technique, primarily getting the mRNA into a host cell and
whether or not the toxin will just kill the host cell. While this is currently hypothetical, it is an
area worth watching in the future.

Toxin Manufacture
Current technical literature details improvements in either manufacturing biological toxins
or extracting toxins from natural sources.83 This is driven by the desire to improve laboratory
analysis techniques and does not have any nefarious motivation. For example, botulinum toxin
(botox) is used for medical and cosmetic purposes, so there is both clinical and commercial
impetus to make it. The manufacture of maitotoxin, a poison found in fish, is another example
cited in the literature.84 The track record of development of toxins for battlefield use in mixed,
but they have history as assassination agents, particularly ricin.

Bioregulators
Bioregulators are chemical substances used to govern biological processes in living beings. A
broad family of chemicals, such as enzymes and peptides, controls bodily functions in plants
and animals, such as sleep, heart rate and body temperature. Some, such as hormones, are
well understood. Bioregulators in plants even have uses in agriculture. Human bioregulators
have been heavily studied for many years, and some have pointed out their potential for
use as weaponry.85

83. Thomas A McKeon, David L Brandon and Xiaohua He, ‘Improved Method for Extraction of Castor
Seed for Toxin Determination’, Biocatalysis and Agricultural Biotechnology (Vol. 5, 2016),
pp. 56–67.
84. K C Nicolaou et al., ‘Synthesis and Biological Evaluation of QRSTUVWXYZA’ Domains of
Maitotoxin’, Journal of the American Chemical Society (Vol. 136, No. 46, 2014), pp. 16444–51.
85. Slavko Bokan, ‘The Toxicology of Bioregulators as Potential Agents of Bioterrorism’, Arhiv za
higijenu rada i toksikologiju (Vol. 56, No. 2, 2005), pp. 205–11.
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It is possible that some highly sophisticated bioregulators have been used to conduct an
assassination, only to be mistaken for death by some other cause. Bioregulators could, in
theory, cause many kinds of medical malfunctions in the human body. For example, a type of
bioregulator known as angiotensin controls blood pressure, and there is a family of bioregulators
known as tachykinins which have effects on several different parts of the human body.86
While there are theoretical operational advantages in their use as a weapon, such as difficulty
in post-mortem detection, there are also significant technical difficulties involved. An attack
with bioregulators may cause serious illness rather than death, as the actual mechanisms of
death for most of them are not well understood. However, if a target is known to have a medical
condition, such as high blood pressure or diabetes, a bioregulator could specifically target this
condition. It is eminently possible that bioregulators could emerge as a more credible threat.
Some advances in mRNA technology are also relevant in this space. For example, so-called
‘micro-RNAs’ (miRNAs) use their genetic sequences to regulate, rather than destroy, naturally
occurring mRNAs in the human body.87 There are some lines of scientific enquiry seeking to use
this approach for medicines.88 In terms of the potential for negative use of this technology, an
attacker could formulate an mRNA molecule that could: aggravate an already existing, potentially
life-threatening medical condition; create such a condition; or interfere with medication that
the target is taking. Such an approach may decrease the chances of post-mortem detection.

86. Jocelyn N Pennefather et al., ‘Tachykinins and Tachykinin Receptors: A Growing Family’, Life
Sciences (Vol. 74, No. 12, 2004), pp. 1445–63.
87. Chiranjib Chakraborty, Ashish Ranjan Sharma and Garima Sharma, ‘Therapeutic Advances of
miRNAs: A Preclinical and Clinical Update’, Journal of Advanced Research (Vol. 28, 2021),
pp. 127–38.
88. The Economist, ‘A New PhaRNAcopeia’, 27 March 2021, p. 20.
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Box 3: Case Study: A Small Laboratory
It is 2030. An extremist group has decided to develop poisons to murder their political adversaries
to push their radical agenda. Due to advances in technology, they are able to do so with a very small
footprint.
The manufacture takes place within a small, rented room in a secluded part of a commercial office
building. This room contains a small, automated production line for remotely controlled production
of single gram quantities of customised organophosphate nerve agents. The equipment was
procured individually. Many parts of the production line were 3D printed on site. A chemist and an
engineer designed and built the system, and they operate it remotely, part time, while engaged in
other employment. Because of computational toxicology, there has been no need to manually test
the effectiveness of the chemicals. Instead, the chemist uses complex calculations to determine the
approximate toxicity of the substances.
One person is tasked with providing inputs. They bring commercially procured feedstock chemicals,
none of which are restricted, to the site. No courier deliveries are made there. They pick up the
chemicals elsewhere, and have been trained in how to use a glovebox at one end of the lab room to
load the chemicals into the production line. This is their only role. At the other end of the production
line, outputs of 1–2 ml of liquid, packaged safely in small vials, are automatically sealed inside two
layers of plastic wrapping material and placed in another glovebox. Another person is the product
courier, and picks up the finished materials and takes them elsewhere for use. Attacks are carried out
using needle and syringe, which are both commercially available, or by squeezing a thick liquid onto
a surface.
Given the quantities of inputs involved, waste and exhaust are limited. The product is easily collected
and secretly disposed of in sealed containers in public waste bins elsewhere in the city. Some is flushed
down the toilet into the city’s sewage system. Commercial air conditioning units have been used to
create a negative pressure environment in the room handling the toxic chemicals, with exhaust being
vented through commercially available respirator filters.
A single PhD-level chemist provides the primary intellectual labour. They were assisted by an engineer
to establish the production line. If there is a problem, the engineer visits the site and makes adjustments
or repairs. The chemist operates the production remotely using a computer. The final members of the
group are two individuals who take turns keeping an eye on the office and maintaining a cover story
should anyone come to the door. The total labour force is six people. The estimated expense for this
effort is approximately $1 million.
Note: This case study is a work of fiction by the author.
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Summary and Recommendations

T
•
•
•
•
•

HIS PAPER ARGUES that it is relatively easy for states or groups to make
small amounts of chemical and biological materials for hostile acts, and that
trends in industry and science are making it even easier. Key findings include:
Current capabilities in science and technology allow the small-scale manufacture
of chemical and biological materials for nefarious use, and historical case studies
illustrate this.
Barriers to entry are low.
The required inputs are up to several orders of magnitude lower than the requisite
efforts to develop capabilities for warfare.
A variety of general trends in science and engineering make any kind of small-scale
chemical or biological synthesis easier for skilled individuals and small groups, let alone
large groups or states.
Specific developments, such as nano-encapsulation, make certain types of chemical and
biological weapons easier to develop and/or effectively deliver.

While the current status quo and the trajectory of developments and trends in CBWs are
alarming, the point of identifying them is to prompt discussion about ways in which the
benefits of the inevitable and inexorable progress in science and technology can be safeguarded
while simultaneously monitoring and mitigating adverse aspects of progress. Policies and
countermeasures to prevent covert manufacturing of CBWs can be difficult to formulate, due
both to the small footprint of such efforts and the identified advances in science and technology.
No single act, policy or technique is going to be wholly effective in this space. However, this
paper proposes six recommendations that could serve to help detect, deter, prevent or mitigate
small-scale production efforts.

Recommendation 1: Using a rubric to analyse the trends and developments
More effort should be placed into the development of conceptual frameworks to analyse new
technologies and scientific trends in ways that are helpful for prevention or deterrence. One useful
conceptual framework, provided by US biosecurity expert Gregory D Koblentz,89 proposes that
emerging technologies with the highest potential hazards have some or all of these seven traits:

89. Gregory D Koblentz, ‘Emerging Technologies and the Future of CBRN Terrorism’, Washington
Quarterly (Vol. 43, No. 2, 2020), pp. 177–96.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual use: Use for peaceful purposes will provide economic incentive for a technology’s
development and dissemination. Applications that promise income or cost savings in
industry will drive many technologies.
Disruptive: Technologies that are significantly disruptive in a legitimate industrial or
scientific sector will receive funding and development.
Digital: Many emerging technologies rely on digital elements. The spread of knowledge
is enhanced through digital means.
Diffused: Many emerging technologies spread quickly. For example, a new genome or
3D printing ‘build file’ can be emailed around the globe in seconds.
Decentralised: Work on different elements of a project can be carried out in different
places around the world.
Deskilled: The skills and expertise needed to use a technology can be lower than in the
past. Automation and robotics reduce the physical human skill needed for chemical and
biological laboratory processes.
Do-it-yourself: DIY networks have evolved and spread knowledge, some of which can
be put to nefarious use. For example, amateur drone builders number in the many
thousands online, and they share information.90

A conceptual framework that incorporates these seven traits into an assessment scheme may
be a useful tool to evaluate new technical developments.

Recommendation 2: Broaden and deepen the existing non-proliferation and arms control
regimes
There are existing agreements and systems to prevent proliferation of chemical and biological
weapons. These are, principally, the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC),91 the Organisation
for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention
(BWC),92 the Australia Group, and the World Customs Organisation (WCO). An argument could
easily be made that such existing efforts could do with more resources and political commitment
from their member states so that more inspections, oversight and training can be accomplished.
Arms control veteran Ralf Trapp points out that both existing and future arms control measures,
such as the OPCW, will require operational, technical and political competence. The world will
need to support efforts to allow such agencies to adequately acquire and maintain the necessary
knowledge and human capacity to do their jobs.93
90. See, for example, DIY Drones, <https://diydrones.com/>, accessed 1 November 2021.
91. OPCW, ‘Chemical Weapons Convention’, <https://www.opcw.org/chemical-weapons-convention/
download-convention>, accessed 1 November 2021.
92. UN, ‘Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of
Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction’, <https://front.un-arm.
org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/BWC-text-English-1.pdf>, accessed 1 November 2021.
93. R Trapp, ‘The Chemical Weapons Convention – Past Success, Current Challenges’, in Crowley,
Dando and Shang (eds), Preventing Chemical Weapons, p. 62.
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A glaring deficit in arms control regimes exists in that the BWC does not have an implementation
agency in the same way as the CWC. There is no ‘OPBW’. Establishing a biological equivalent
to the OPCW, with inspection regimes and robust staffing, would be a crucial way to improve
security in the biological arena. The OPCW, for example, maintains a network of certified
laboratories capable of performing relevant analyses for purposes of chemical forensics.
There are a number of reasons why an OPBW does not already exist. The treaty underlying the
ban on biological weapons, the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC), is a much
shorter and less detailed document than its chemical counterpart, the CWC. Significant work
would be needed to update the BTWC to include provisions that could actually be implemented
by a notional OPBW. Resistance from industry and national governments keen to protect
intellectual property in the burgeoning biotechnology sector is another impediment. Moreover,
much of the nature of work in the biological arena is more generic than with chemical weapons
and it can be legitimately difficult to assess whether a facility is doing appropriate work or illicit
biological warfare research. However, obstacles of a similar nature were eventually overcome
in the chemical realm, and just because something is difficult does not mean that it should
not be attempted.
An important element of arms control and non-proliferation regimes is export control regimes.94
It is of particular importance that the countries at the forefront of technical developments
continue to keep export control laws and regulations updated to incorporate technologies of
concern. For example, the EU 1A004 definitions,95 US Export Control Classification Numbers96
and similar instruments will need ongoing scrutiny and probable revision over time.

Recommendation 3: Fund relevant law enforcement and security efforts
Making poisons for harmful purposes is generally illegal everywhere. However, the ability
for law enforcement agencies to detect, investigate and stop such efforts varies around the
world. The rule of law is not consistent everywhere. Efforts to improve governance, the rule of
law and policing – even if not particularly focused on the chemical and biological space – will
have some value.

94. Philippe Mauger and Raymond A Zilinskas, ‘Current Challenges to Export Controls Related to
Chemical Warfare Interdiction’, in Crowley, Dando and Shang (eds), Preventing Chemical Weapons,
pp. 418–74.
95. ‘European Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/2420 of 12 October 2015 Amending
Council Regulation (EC) No 428/2009 Setting up a Community Regime for the Control of Exports,
Transfer, Brokering and Transit of Dual Use Items’, pp. 39–41.
96. Bureau of Industry and Security, ‘CBC ECCNs’, <https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/cbc-eccns>,
accessed 10 August 2021; Bureau of Industry and Security, ‘The Commerce Control List’, 29 March
2021, <https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/regulations-docs/2345-774-2/file>,
accessed 10 August 2021.
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Problems arise in the collection, handling, storage, preservation and analysis of forensic
evidence in the chemical and biological space. Many countries simply do not have adequate
procedures to deal with either evidence in this area or contaminated conventional criminological
evidence. INTERPOL has been active in this space.97 Such efforts should be encouraged and
funded. As it is possible for a clandestine programme to be discovered due to a financial trail,
international efforts to clamp down on terrorist financing and enforce financial sanctions and
money laundering laws and regulations are helpful.

Recommendation 4: Safeguards for decommissioned and replaced equipment and
infrastructure
Both present and future efforts to make illicit materials will require sophisticated technical
equipment. These tend to come from a relatively small group of well-known manufacturers.
Such manufacturers can (and, due to export control regulations, often already do) apply rigid
controls on who they sell to. However, a significant second-hand market exists in used, often
refurbished, analytical instrumentation. This valuable service allows research institutions to
recover funds by selling disused equipment, and allows companies and those in academia to
obtain necessary and useful equipment.
The existence of a second-hand market with less transparency and regulation makes it
easier for persons, groups or countries to obtain equipment with a lower likelihood of being
discovered. Law enforcement, security and intelligence services could look at ways in which this
second-hand market could be monitored, hopefully without undue restriction on
legitimate commerce.

Recommendation 5: Improve Measurements and Signatures Intelligence
Measurements and signatures intelligence (MASINT) is a valuable but often overlooked
intelligence discipline. Even a small, secretive laboratory will have technical signatures that may
be observable and/or measurable. For example, waste products might be disposed of in municipal
drains. Collection of waste water could discover trace amounts of unusual chemicals, providing
an indicator that a particularly category of research is being carried out in a neighbourhood, city
or region. Another example is improved active and passive infrared sensing, possibly even from
high altitude or orbit, to examine exhaust air leaving a building. Various technologies exist for
standoff detection of many gases and vapours. It is not an insurmountable leap to add distance
to what can already be done from hundreds of metres away. Remote sensing technology could
also use more traditional methods to find areas of unusual activity (or lack of activity, with
low traffic being a possible indicator of security measures) inside existing commercial and
scientific enterprises.

97. INTERPOL, ‘INTERPOL and UN Launch Initiative on CBRNE Terror Threats’, 17 November 2020,
<https://www.interpol.int/en/News-and-Events/News/2020/INTERPOL-and-UN-launch-initiativeon-CBRNE-terror-threats>, accessed 31 October 2021.
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Recommendation 6: Leverage Open Source Intelligence
Open source intelligence (OSINT) is a burgeoning field, and OSINT investigations and organisations
have uncovered illicit activity in recent years.98 Whereas MASINT works in the realm of
phenomena that are physically observable and measurable, OSINT specialises in observation
of phenomena that are visually and virtually measurable. To date, OSINT efforts have exposed
numerous war crimes,99 the downing of a Malaysian airliner,100 the identity of Russian agents101
and the location of two likely clandestine locations associated with poison use.102
It should be possible to explore ways in which current or future OSINT efforts could be adapted
to collect data relevant to clandestine chemical and biological manufacturing. Such methods
might vary considerably. For example, one method could be to analyse existing images and
video to identify out of context exhaust vents, or to find areas inside scientific, educational
or industrial settings with unusual visual features. OSINT could provide a mechanism for
whistleblowing. Indeed, the promotion and protection of whistleblowers in the relevant
sciences has been raised as a policy prescription by authorities in this field.103 Another
possibility might be to monitor social media data and note the apparent disappearance of
known scientists and engineers. However, an open-minded and optimistic view should be
taken on OSINT as both a discipline and an evolving online community that will develop new
methods of collection and analysis.

98. Such efforts include projects such as Bellingcat and RUSI’s Project Sandstone. For transparency, it
should be noted that that author is an occasional Bellingcat contributor.
99. Benjamin Strick, ‘Geolocation of Infrastructure Destruction in Cameroon: A Case Study of Kumbo
and Kumfutu’, Bellingcat, 21 November 2018.
100. Bellingcat Investigation Team, ‘“A Birdie Is Flying Towards You”: Identifying the Separatists Linked
to the Downing of MH17’, Bellingcat, 2018/19.
101. Bellingcat Investigation Team, ‘Skripal Suspect Boshirov Identified as GRU Colonel Anatoliy
Chepiga’, Bellingcat, 26 September 2018.
102. Bellingcat Investigation Team, ‘Russia’s Clandestine Chemical Weapons Programme and the GRU’s
Unit 29155’, Bellingcat, 23 October 2020.
103. Michael Crowley, Caitriona McLeish and James Revill, ‘The Role of Civil Society in Combating
the Development, Proliferation and Use of Chemical Weapons’, in Crowley, Dando and Shang
(eds), Preventing Chemical Weapons, pp. 580–618.
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